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Chicco Viaro Stroller and Infant Car Seat Combo: Is It The Best Option For Your Family?





If you’re looking for a highly affordable travel system that’s lightweight and a car seat that’s very safe, the Chicco Viaro Car Seat and Stroller Combo may be the one for you. It comes with a portable and light stroller and the KeyFit 30, which is a high-rated infant safety seat loved by many parents. The Chicco Viaro comes with excellent safety features, and you can even use its stroller for your baby unassisted, making it great for use when walking around flat surfaces like the mall and the city.



This travel system combines the brand’s Italian origins with a sporty and slim form that’s popular with the majority of parents these days. This car seat and stroller combo is cheaper than most competition, has numerous features that busy families can take advantage of, and long-lasting. However, no product is perfect, and it does have a handful of cons as well. Find out in this review if this combo is the best option for you and your family.

Key Features:

	Car seat weight range: 4 to 11 lbs with infant pillow insert; 11 to 30 lbs without the pillow insert
	Stroller weight range: 30 to 50 lbs
	Heigh limitation: 30in
	SuperCinch LATCH system
	ReclineSure system
	Bubble level indicator for accuracy
	5-point harness
	A removable infant support pillow
	The stroller has a child tray that’s detachable with 2 cupholders
	A parent tray with a couple of cupholders
	3-wheel comes in a slim form
	Multiple recline seat


The Stroller

The stroller of the Chicco Viaro is a bit big and does not fully recline, so it is not recommended for newborns. Furthermore, its backrest does not offer full support for smaller babies. If you plan on using this travel system from day one, you need to get the infant safety seat.

The stroller comes with multiple recline. The backrest can recline at any angle with a simple squeeze of its buckle. Keep in mind that the lowest position of the seat is not entirely flat, but it will provide your toddler a comfortable position when he’s napping while you’re strolling around.

The seat also comes with a comfortable and soft padding and a padded 5-point harness as well. It is not removable, but its seat padding can be removed if you want to hand wash it.
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Deciding on Whether You Should Purchase Infant Travel Systems or Not





As a parent, all you want to do is to ensure that you have everything that you really need to keep your kids comfortable and at the same time secured when traveling with them, right? Well, probably you’re wondering if you’ll need infant travel systems in case you’re expecting a new baby.

If you already have a carriage or a car seat installed before hand, you may be wondering if it’s a necessity for you to opt for a combo for your new born. The decision is yours but before even saying “No” to obtaining such baby equipment, there are a few things you need to know.

The Importance of Having Infant Travel Systems



Do you love to travel with your kids? If you’re expecting a newborn and at the same time you want to ensure that every quality time spent with your kids is full of happi...
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Discover More about Graco Baby Travel Systems





There is nothing more rewarding to parents and the whole family than being able to spend a holiday or a trip with the kids. This is why it’s definitely one great opportunity for parents to know that Graco baby travel systems do exist. These car seat and stroller combos are not only meant to make the guardians or the parents’ life easier, basically they are meant to secure kids and make sure that they travel safely and comfortable all the time.

When your baby arrives, you will find tons and tons of baby equipment and accessories available for you to purchase or add to your ‘to buy’ list. However, if you love travelling and you’re certain that you want your kids to safely join you on your trip, baby strollers and car seat combos should absolutely be on that list of equipment to buy for your newborn and toddlers.



Graco Product List:

	CAR SEATS
	STROLLERS
	PLAYARDS
	HIGHCHAIRS
	SWINGS


Probably you’re wondering what makes Graco baby travel systems one of the most popular names nowadays. The combined system ensures the safety of the child when seated on the car and at the same time be able to stroll with the baby without having to disturb the child from sleep or have them play in the stroller conveniently.



Graco has different combo systems to offer depending of the preference of the parents.

What makes their options unique is that they offer additional features and more detailed appearance to allow consumers to compare. The most favorite and common features for such baby equipment that is being offered by Graco have to do with less bulkiness and fast action foldable features for the combo system.

If you’re to purchase a travel system for your kids, you will definitely look for a simpler design but yet a work of a genius right? Well, this is what this particular brand is offering and this is why they are more likely getting more thumbs ups when you start checking reviews of Graco Baby infant carseat and stroller combos. Some parents actually call their products as lifesavers as they can definitely appreciate the convenience that this baby equipment gave them.
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Advantages of Owning a Robot Vacuum





You must have known how it feels to hold conventional vacuum to clean all of your rooms. It is a bit tiring and yet almost same with traditional broom to clean your house. You have to move from one spot to another spot to clean all of rooms in your house. The change is massive from the traditional broom to the most recent technology called robot vacuum. First, we may see that people move from broom to vacuum cleaner because they simply don’t need to think to throw the trash, but just move and then the trash will be stored in bin.



How To Choose

The only difference is just the advanced cleaning that could store the trash right away from the cleaning, but you still need to move to reach the area you want to clean. Some people find it no difference when you have to move and then spend time more to clean your house. That is why people move to robot vacuum where you don’t need to hold like all day long when you are cleaning your house. All you have to do is just set the navigation and then let them do their work based on your setting. As there are many different features in robot vacuum, the faster cleaning might need more advanced robot vacuum. You may need to have robot vacuum with longer battery life and also high efficiency rate. If you want to get the most effective cleaning, go choosing robot vacuum that comes with that rate. Owning a robot vacuum is indeed helpful if you have ideas to choose the right robot vacuum, even when you are not good in choosing, still you get the advantages of owning a robot vacuum.
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Must read: The Invisible Child





Last night, I started reading the New York Times extraordinary series, The Invisible Child, about  a homeless middle-school student named Dasani, her family life and her school. I couldnt stop reading it. I stayed up past midnight. One thing that kept me up later: an increasing number of children share her predicament. Last school year, there were an estimated 26,ooo homeless K-12 students in Washington, 1,324 in the Seattle School District.

 

-Fiona Cohen
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Success Story: Seattle World School





At the Seattle World School, they have a lot to celebrate. It’s the third school year since Seattle Public Schools merged the Secondary Bilingual Orientation Center- a school where newly arrived immigrants went for up to 18 months get the skills to go to other public schools-with a secondary school whose purpose is to prepare English language learners for college or careers.

The school, one of six Creative Approach schools in the district, specializes in teaching academic subjects in ways that work for English language learners without any dumbing down. The staff all has professional  training in teaching for these learners...
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Teacher pay in two maps.





Heres a map, from the Missouri Economic Research and Information Center,

showing the average cost of living in different states as of the third quarter of

this year.



Washington is the 15th most expensive state. Below, a map from the

Higher Ed Data Stories blog, showing the average public school teacher salary

in each state. Washington is 22nd out of 50 states.  And keep in mind that

Seattles cost of living is well above the state average, and its teacher salary isnt.

Teachers arent the only people who take salary cuts for the privilege of living

in this place, but we should keep these sacrifices in mind when we are

considering how to attract the best people to lead our classrooms.

 

-Fiona Cohen
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Schools out, so check out the library.





School doors will be closed, but the libraries will stay open through most of the break . At Stanislo Elementary, they’re encouraging kids to make use of that. The school is having an event at the Delridge Branch’s meeting room from 2 p.m. until 5 p.m. on Dec. 31. They’ll have snacks, board games, and a computer on hand, so that families can learn about the public library’s electronic resources. They’ll also give away free books, said Stanislo teacher-librarian Craig Seasholes. The Seattle Public Library’s branches are open regular hours through most of the break, closing on Dec. 24, Dec. 25, and Jan. 1, and closing at 6 p.m. on Dec. 31...
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Seattle student growth by the bubbles





Earlier this week, the office of the superintendent of public instruction released a big bundle of data on student improvement in Math and Reading MSP and in Algebra. The way they measure it, creating a figure called Student Growth Percentile, is a bit involved.

Here is an overview of the results for Seattle Public Schools. For bigger charts with more data – including the names of the schools the hot pink dots represent you need to go here, and do the following:

	click on “Static Data Files” (a blue box on the right hand side),
	in the “Select a Subject Area” menu on the right hand side, click on “Assessment.”
	Click on “SGP District (All Schools Bubble Plots.)
	Scroll down to find the Seattle Public Schools file.


Here are the growth results for reading, for math, and for A...
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Yes, the public schools do need fixing





If you want to work for the betterment of public education, you get used to a certain amount of smack talk.  But when the sniping goes so far as to deny that we do have profound problems and inequities in our schools, then it goes too far.

Let’s go into this step by step, using one example: third grade reading.

Here are some sample questions from Washington’s third-grade Measure of Student Progress. It is not a difficult test.  I think it’s safe to assert that most parents would be pretty perturbed if their 8-year-olds couldn’t pass it.

But if you look at the state data from last year, you find that one in five Seattle Public School third graders- at least 820 children – did not meet standard on the test in 2013.

That’s disturbing in itself and there are piles of depressing, pe...
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ATTEND A BOARD CORPS TRAINING

 Check back soon for future Board Corps training dates.
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